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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the present paper is to analyze

how the predictive distribution estimated using a

set of context dependent nonlinear adaptive pre-

dictors can be used to localize edges in graylevel

images. Since the adaptive predictors have the

potential of learning repetitive structure, as those

characteristic to certain textures, our predictive

edge detection scheme may be a practical way to

conceal the relative high contrast of certain tex-

ture regions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Predictive coding methods are in one form or an-

other the most e�cient and widely used techniques

for lossless image compression, which is certainly

due to the dramatic reduction in the entropy of

the prediction error image compared to the orig-

inal image. What have been perceived as the

main weakness of predictive modelling is the fail-

ure to adequately predict the image near and at

edges. Recent developments of predictive meth-

ods cope with this di�culty by interleaving the

adaptive linear or nonlinear prediction with con-

text modelling[1][2]. One such technique,[2], uses

the estimates of directional gradients in a causal

neighborhood of the current pixel, as selectors be-

tween several predictors, designed to be optimal

for certain edge orientations. In this sense, a rudi-

mentary edge detection was shown to improve pre-

diction and coding performances.

The purpose of the present paper is to analyze

the reciprocal problem: how the predictive distri-

bution estimated using a set of context dependent

nonlinear adaptive predictors can be used to lo-

calize edges in graylevel images. The motivation

of this study is multifolded.

First, we may assume the following realistic

scenario: for some high level vision tasks it is re-

quired to perform edge detection of images which

are received in a lossless encoded format; when de-

coding the image, the predictive distribution be-

comes available at no cost for the edge detection

task.

Second, the adaptive predictors have the po-

tential of learning repetitive structure[3, 4], as those

characteristic to certain textures. A two-stage

processing edge detection scheme may be a prac-

tical way to conceal the relative high contrast of

texture regions, provided that textures belong to

what we call the kernel of the nonlinear predic-

tor based edge detector. We are not able yet to

analytically characterize such classes of textures,

but our experiments have shown that surprisingly

many natural textures belong to the kernel of our

new edge detectors.

The cost of the procedure we propose is ex-

tremely low as processing time (especially in the

above presented scenario) and therefore it may be

seen as an ideal initialization step for more elabo-

rated iterative edge detectors based on stochastic

models[5]. The technique can also be extended to

the detection of the line process[6] which can be

used as an initial step in conjunction with Markov

random �eld model based image restoration.

Finally, the use of predictive coding distribu-

tion o�ers the information needed to progress from

edge decision based on simply thresholding the er-

ror image (where the threshold selection process is

highly dependent on the local contrast) to a prob-

abilistic setting based on con�dence intervals.

While conceptually the structure we introduce

is intuitive and simple, the selection of the proper

features of the adaptive prediction procedure and

of context modelling are essential in obtaining the

desired edge detection properties. Our goal is

therefore to present simple and e�ective solutions

for the problem of local edge detection.

Subsequently processing the local edge image



using more elaborate tools such as boundary de-

tection, segmentation, region growing based on

this local edges will certainly be able to improve

the edge detection as required by the high level

vision tasks.

2. PREDICTIVE EDGE DETECTION

We present a simple edge detection method, which

runs an adaptive linear prediction algorithm in

one pass through the image, where the switch-

ing between di�erent linear predictors is controlled

by a context selection algorithm similar to the

one described in [2] (but with a major di�erence,

namely we are using adaptive �lters for prediction

instead of �xed �lters). A rough edge image is

�rst obtained by estimating the directional gradi-

ents (in a causal neighborhood) and thresholding

them against prede�ned �xed values. A pixel de-

clared edge candidate at this stage will be further

checked if it may be well predicted by one of few

well adapted predictors. Only if the prediction er-

ror is large enough, the pixel will be declared edge

pixel. The thresholds corresponding to each con-

text can be maintained at �xed values, obtained

in an initial training stage, or can be allowed to

vary during the edge detection process, according

to some heuristically established rules.

The prediction window contains nine pixels:

D = [Dn; Dw; Dnw; Dww; Dnn; Dne; Dnen; Dnnw,

Dnww], but for the computation of the directional

gradients we use Dnnww; Dnnee as well. The di-

rectional gradients (horizontal, vertical, diagonal

at 45�, diagonal at 135�) are estimated as follows:

dh = jDww �Dwj+ jDnw �Dnj+ jDn �Dnej

dv = jDnw �Dwj+ jDnn �Dnj+ jDnen �Dnej

d45� = jDw �Dwwnj+ jDnw �Dnnwwj+

+jDn �Dnnwj (1)

d135� = jDne �Dnneej+ jDn �Dnenj+ jDn �Dwj

The contexts we have used are de�ned using con-

ditional logic statements (similar to those used in

the prediction stage of [2])

IF(dv + dh > 32)fsharp edgeg

fcon = 1; g

ELSE IF(dv � dh) > 12)fhorizontal edgeg

fcon = 2; g

ELSE IF(dh � dv) > 12)fvertical edgeg

fcon = 3; g

ELSEfsmooth areag

fcon = 0; g

IF(d45� � d135� > 32)fsharp 135� edgeg

fcon = con+ 4; g

IF(d135� � d45� > 32)fsharp 45� edgeg

fcon = con+ 8; g (2)

The context con = 0 corresponds to smooth ar-

eas in the images, while all other contexts, con 2
f1; : : : ; 11g, are speci�c for di�erent edge orien-

tations. We use 12 adaptive predictors, one for

each context. At time t the context index, con,

is determined with (2) and then the prediction D̂
t

and the prediction error "t are computed using the

parameter vector w
con

:

D̂t = wT

con
D
t

"t = Dt � D̂t

The parameter vector corresponding to the con-

text con is then updated using the recursive Least

Squares algorithmwith a forgetting factor[7]. The

procedure for edge detection is summarized in Ta-

ble 1.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We focus on illustrating the following feature of

our new edge detectors: concealing the contrast

changes inside the natural texture, while remain-

ing active for nonpredictable intensity changes.

First are shown the original images, where some

regular geometrical shapes are placed in a tex-

tured background. The edge images obtained when

using Canny edge detector[8] are shown to capture

spurious contours from the textured background

in the �rst example, while in the second example

the edges of some objects are not found. Simple

edge detectors belonging to our class of methods

are shown to successfully detect the boundary of

the objects, while concealing the contours from

the textured region.
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1 Initialize the RLS procedures: w
con

(0) = 0;, Pcon(0) = 0:1I for all con = 0; : : : ; 11.

2 Iterate for each pixel Dt in the image
2.1 Context selection

2.1.1 Compute the estimates (1) of the directional gradients dh, dv, d45� and d45�.

2.1.2 Select the context index, con, using (2).

2.2 Compute the prediction D̂t using the adaptive predictor with parameters w
con

,

D̂t = wT
con

D
t
.

2.3 Update the parameters w
con

of the con-th predictor using the RLS procedure

with exponential forgetting parameter �.

2.4 Threshold the prediction error "t = Dt � D̂t at a context dependent threshold level �con:

Table 1: Procedure for edge detection
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Figure 1: Edge detection based on adaptive context prediction residuals
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Figure 2: (1) Five objects on cloudy background (2) Three objects on wavy background (a) Original

image (b) Result of Canny edge detector (c) Result of the proposed method


